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Abstract 

 

Listening to Air 

 

Through the form of a slowly growing plant that pushes through the earth into the air and 

continues upward to the sky, I have layered the work of artists who approached the subject of 

air. From Joseph Beuys and his love of nature and concepts, through Kenneth Olwig’s 

defense of imaginary aerography and Carla Mazzio’s History of Air. Tim Ingold’s shifting of 

what is the boundary between earth and body and breath and air, to the contemplation of 

Chris Dury’s Cloud Chamber and flying upwards into Annie Dillard’s meditation on ephemeral 

art and what it and beauty is. I have laid a framework for thinking about site-specific 

landscape art, the ephemerality of performance and the possibility of creating something in 

different forms that captures that elusive ‘listening to air’ before we ‘disappear into thin air’. 
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Aeris, Susan Derges, 2001, 41 x 29cm 

Susan Derges, 1955- English photographic artist using cameraless photographic processes 
often working with natural landscape.1 

                                                
1 Appendix i 
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Introduction 

 

‘To disappear into thin air’.2 A figure of speech that appears to be negative, yet in this essay I 

want to find ways to understand the ‘quality’ of air in artworks made in landscape that are 

made of, for and with air. Air, the symbol, the element, the sky, the weather, the invisibility, its 

necessity and its ephermerality in relation to the ephemerality of the unique moment of 

performance. Tracing one wild flower, Herb Robert (collected and saved in its faded state in 

the speciman lined notebook of Joseph Beuys) through Elaine Scarry’s meditations on beauty 

and flowers.34 To the weather mapping of Tim Ingold’s exploration of the edge between earth 

and air.5 Then layer ideas from Kenneth Olwig’s imaginary scientific category ‘aerography’ 

and Carla Mazzio’s The History of Air with the experience of visiting and interviewing artist 

Chris Dury and his Cloud Chambers, art made with air.6 7 To look at all these ideas through 

the piece of writing by Annie Dillard ‘Flying in the Middle of Art’ that contains real insight into 

what ephemeral art can be, seen in the flight of a small airplane. 

 

                                                
2 http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/397000.html  To disappear without trace. 
Shakespeare came close to this phrase in Othello, 1604: 
Clown: Then put up your pipes in your bag, for I'll away. Go; vanish into air; away! 
and closer still in The Tempest, 1610: 
Prospero: These our actors, as I foretold you, were all spirits and are melted into air, into thin air 
It seems clear that Shakespeare coined the terms thin air (which has been widely used since the 17th 
century by a diverse collection of authors, including John Milton (1671), William Blake (1800) and Ed 
McBain (1977) and vanish into air, used by lesser-known author; James Hogg, in his work Mountain 
Bard, 1807. Shakespeare didn't put the two together to make vanish into thin air though. The first use I 
can find of that phrase, which is clearly an adaptation of Shakespeare's terms, is in The Edinburgh 
Advertiser, April 1822, in a piece about the imminent conflict between Russia and Turkey: 
The latest communications make these visions "vanish into thin air." 
3 Francis,Richard,Ed.’Negotiating Rapture The Power of Art to Transform lives.’ Chicago,University of 
Chicago Press 1996.Print 
4 Scarry, Elaine.’On Beauty and Being Just.’ Princeton,New Jersey,Princeton University Press 
1999.Print 
5 Ingold,Tim.’Footprints through the weather-world:walking,breathing,knowing.’Journal of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute(N.S.)S -S University of Aberdeen (2010) 
6 Mazzio,Carla.’The History of Air:Hamlet and the Trouble with Instruments’.South Central Review 
26.1(2009) :153-196.Print 
7 Olwig,Kenneth R.’All That is Landscape is melted into air:’aerography’ of ethereal 
space.’Environment and Planning D: Society and Space volume 29 ( 2011):519-532 
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Working in an art form that is ephemeral, that has liveness and presence, by that I mean 

existing in the moment, full of attention to the moment, the lived breath, the actual happening 

in time, one has to accept early, or along the way, the ephemeral nature of performance and 

the continual change of the landscape if one is working in nature, because in the doing one is 

fulfilled, and does not need to leave an object trace. This relates well to an interest in air. Air 

is atmosphere, and breath and invisible. 
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The form of the essay 

 

Starting under the ground this essay gradually moves upward through space, through air; the 

wildflower attached to earth, the human walking on earth, the study of air, the cloud chambers 

and the plane creating art in the sky. This formal arrangement works in connection to my 

essay: Being a Wildflower looking at the Sky which examined site specific artworks where the 

viewer lies on the ground to look up through towards the sky, so this essay itself follows that 

trajectory. 

 

I have included notes/poetic writing by myself about the experiences in the chapters as a 

personal link through the making of the piece. They could have been footnotes but I wanted 

to add them to the layering of the essay like of drifts of air, and a way of writing as if 

breathing, the ‘in’ and ‘out’ of a changing breath. In a way the study of air leaves one in 

continual unknowing, and invisibility, leaving space for many forms of writing to be part of a 

moving structure. 
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Chapter 1  

A wildflower into art, into beauty, into disappearance 

 

Herb Robert photograph Bunces Barn May 2012 CW 

 

“But our desire for beauty is likely to outlast its object, because, as Kant once 

observed, unlike all other pleasures, the pleasure we take in beauty is 

inexhaustible.”  

 

Elaine Scarry8 

 

                                                
8 Appendix ii 
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Herb Robert, Joseph Beuys, 1941, Edward C.Cohen, New York, cat.no 5. 

 

 

I have chosen one of Joseph Beuys’ botanical pressed flower assemblages of Herb Robert 

as a wildflower I want to research in depth.9 10 11 12 This image is from before Beuys’s art 

training and may relate to his rescue of books burnt by the Hitler Youth, of which he was a 

                                                
9 Francis, Richard, Ed. Negotiating Rapture The Power of Art to Transform lives. Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press 1996. Print 
10 Beuys, Joseph. Ed Volker Harlan. What is Art?Joseph Beuys. Forest Row, Sussex, Clairview Books, 
2004. Urachhaus,Verlag. “Was ist kunst?”, Werkstattgesprach mit Beuys. ’Stuttgart, Verlag Freies 
Geistesleben 1986. Print 
11 Appendix iii 
12 Appendix iv 
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member, and in particular Carl Von Linnaeus’s Systema Natura of plant morphology.13 

Natural history was an important part of Joseph Beuys’ art and can be seen developing 

through all his interests. From The Life of the Bee by Maurice Maeterlinck, Rudolph Steiner’s 

writing and philosophy for a utopian world, his interest in all things ‘green’ and with all art that 

has transformation at its soul.14 15 

 

I start with an artist’s image of a pressed flower against a list of natural history specimens. 

The flower has dried and lost all its colour and continues to evolve in line with Joseph Beuys 

idea of process. The artist as naturalist choosing a common wildflower. 

 

 

 

                                                
13 Carl Linnaeus Swedish botanist, physician & zoologist, father of modern ecology. 1707-1778 
14 Maurice Materlinck Belgium playwright,poet & essayist 1862-1949 
15 Rudolf Steiner, Austrian philosopher, social reformer, architect and esotercist, founder of spiritual 
movement Anthroposophy 
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The Song of the Herb Robert Fairy 

Little Herb Robert 

Bright and small 

Peeps from the bank 

Or the old stone wall. 

 

Little Herb Robert 

His leaf turns red; 

He’s wild geranium, 

So it is said. 

 

Cicely Mary Barker 16 

 

 

Herb Robert Geranium Robertianum 

 

                                                
16 Cicely Mary Barker 1895-1973, English illustrator 
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A tiny flower, commonly found in woodland, hedges and old walls and ruins. Herb Robert has 

five pink petals and a red stem.Its leaves are like parsley and turn red in autumn. It is covered 

in silver downy hairs. It has an acrid smell when crushed. Herb Robert can be used as a 

remedy for toothache and nosebleeds and dysentery, is a diuretic and it can help wounds 

heal and prevent scars forming, and contains natural progesterone.17  

 

This flower has a myriad of other names: Bloodwort, Robert Geranium, Cuckoo’s Eye, 

Stinking Robert, Red Robin, Dragon’s blood, Storkbill, Wild Cranes’s Bill and Death Come 

Quickly. Each name has a history or a myth surrounding it as well as poems.18 

 

I stand by some Herb Robert growing on the ruins of the old farm house at Bunces Barn and 

think back to the herbal heyday of the 16th Century before botany and medicine were divided. 

When plants were dissected, classified and demystified, losing a folklore and holistic 

knowledge. Herbalists, not so far from the alchemists and shamans of Joseph Beuys persona 

as an artist, treated plants, the soil they lived in, the air that nurtured them, the rain that 

nourished, the sun and moon cycling overhead as interlinked aspects of a whole. What time 

of year a seed was planted, the type of soil and location, the weather, when to harvest, the 

care and respect showed a deep regard for the environment echoed in Beuys’s awareness of 

the artist as naturalist and carer of the natural world as exemplified in his 700 Oaks Project, a 

site specific work that brings attention to place, trees, man’s involvement in landscape and 

the open air.19 

 

During the writing of this essay I am ‘sensed’ towards the blossom multiplying around me, the 

sea of wind-blown petals, white ‘hope’ blossom on hawthorn in crystal air. Transformation at 

its quickest, as every flower blooms and changes overnight. I have been watching the Herb 

Robert with analytical attention, its sprightly flight upward, its flat open face, pink-veined and 
                                                
17 Vickery, Roy. ’A Dicionary of Plant Lore’. Oxford, UK, Oxford University Press 1995. Print 
18 Vickery, Roy. ’A Dicionary of Plant Lore’. Oxford, UK, Oxford University Press 1995. Print 
19 http://www.artsandecology.org.uk/magazine/artworks/project-6  28.06.2012 
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facing sunward, its delicate leaves and roots clinging curlicue-like into the earth.It is growing 

around a rock and the one I am personalising, onto the brick fireplace in the ruins of the 

farmhouse at Bunces Barn.20 In learning about the plant I know it likes old ruins, sheds and 

bricks. I wonder about the possibility that the flowers want to be attached to human history, 

that clinging, over and on top of an unused wreck it is reclaiming our humanness in a subtle 

way, beautifying the ruin, acknowledging the human history and interweaving nature and 

man. It may be a moment where truly ‘landscape’ is being made together, using time, 

elements, beauty, outsideness (both meanings) inevitable on some levels – wild in all senses 

wild flower, wild earth, water, fire (Herb Robert is growing where I have lit coals in the open 

brick ruin of a fireplace during a performance), and air. 

Quoting Elaine Scarry:  

 

Because flowers are alive, they are (unlike omnipotent or nonsentient things) 

susceptible to damage; but a moment’s reflection shows the impossibility of 

concluding that this damage is brought about by our perception of them, and the 

deep oddity (maybe they all have to be tried) of banishing them from our regard. 

Gardens exist for the sake of being beautiful and for the sake of having that beauty 

looked at, walked through, lingered in.In this one respect the sentient site of gardens 

and the non-sentient (or only sentient-like) site of poems are alike: for poems too-as 

well as other art objects such as glass vases and paintings – are brought into being 

in order to place their beauty in the face of human regard.21 

 

I would argue that the same could be true of the wildflower in a meadow, the hand of the 

human may seem less apparent but it is there just the same. These ideas of beauty keep 

                                                
20 Bunces Barn is part of the Beech Estate, Penhurst, Nr Battle, East Sussex. It is a re-constructed 
barn surrounded by meadows where 32 wildflowers are grown for the Seed Bank at Wakehurst and 
Kew 
 
 
21 Scarry, Elaine. On Beauty and Being Just. Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press 1999. 
Print 
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returning to ideas of transformation and with it ephemerality and my use of the metaphor of 

‘air’ to describe landscape site specific art as including an element, a necessity (we need to 

breathe to be alive), a changing (in all aspects of time, weather, interference), a present 

moment (one has to be there), a mysterious, invisible, timeless within a moment, experience, 

that promises elusive beauty and an essence of yearning. 

 

Artists working in nature have used a system of investigation involving human and material 

history and geographical memory in empty places still resonant with human emotions and 

memories. Using landscape as an element can take artists into ‘perceptive phenomena’. 

artists such as James Turrel and Nancy Holt and the start of the ‘quote from land artists 

Helen and Newton Harrison: ‘A metaphor can be a powerful instrument if you believe in it, if 

we follow it, it will develop a life of its own’.22 23 24 25  

 

I think this quote recalls the symbolic gesture of Joseph Beuys in his 700 Oak Trees at the 

Documenta in Kassel in 1982 which has already been mentioned.26 

 

 

                                                
22 James Turell, 1943- American installation artist concerned with light and space 
23 Nancy Holt, 1938- American artist famous for public sculpture, installation and land art 
24 Reifenscheid, Beate, Ed.The Last Freedom, From the Pioneers of Land Art in the 1960s to nature in 
Cyberspace. Milan, Italy, Silvane Editoriale 2011. Print 
25 ‘The Harrisons’ starting 1969- pioneers in activist art in ecology 
26 http://www.artsandecology.org.uk/magazine/artworks/project-6  28.06.2012 
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Chapter 2  

The air between the step of earth 

“How one walks through the world, the endless small adjustments of balance, is 

affected by the shifting weights of beautiful things.”  

 

Elaine Scarry27  

 

 

 Foot in grass, Bunces Barn, photograph CW 2012 

 

  

                                                
27 Scarry, Elaine. On Beauty and Being Just. Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press 1999. 
Print 
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Returning to the wildflower, Herb Robert and its link in living in the earth and growing into the 

air, to the work of Tim Ingold and his fascination with that area where earth becomes air and 

air becomes earth, and what that air can reveal imagetically or concretely.28 It is also like the 

unseen boundary mentioned later that the airplane pilot in Chris Dury’s Antarctic trip 

discovers between sky and ice. Ingold’s ideas believe that all is moving, the actual earth as it 

changes and evolves, the paths that footprints make in the absorbing ground, ground that 

changes continually with the weather and the interweaving of earth and air. As a person 

walks they also breath so they at once both on the earth and in the air, it is a process that 

imparts knowledge and experience formed by earth and air and the weather. 

 

At the time of Kant it might be thought that under the suface the ground was made of 

formless matter, the physicality of the earth, and above it lay the immaterial of pure ideas and 

concepts, a century later James Gibson thought much the same but had lost the 

metaphysical aspect of thinking, it was ’... as an interface between relatively solid subtances 

of the earth and the relatively volatile medium of the air ‘ that one inhabited.29 30 

 

In Marx’s famous quote ‘all that is solid melts into air’ it was a reference to ‘the fixed, fast-

frozen relations of pre-capitalist modes of production, and not to any process of nature’. It is 

an interesting aside that Marshall Berman’s book on Modernism was named All That Is Solid 

Melts Into Air, The Experience of Modernity, the phrase to me has a believable poetry about 

change that is beautiful and poignant.31 

 

For Tim Ingold the ground is ‘composite’  ‘...the surface of all surfaces, matted from the 

interweavings of a miscellany of different materials, each with its own peculiar properties’ 

                                                
28 Appendix iv 
29 Emmanuel Kant, 1724-1804 German Philosopher 
30 James Gibson 1904-1979 American psychologist 
31 Berman,Marshall. All That Is Solid Melts into Air, The Experience of Modernity. First Edition 1982. 
London,Verso 2010. Print 
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and always in continual generation.’ In short, thanks to exposure to light moisture and 

currents of air – to sun, rain, and wind – the earth is forever bursting forth, not destroying the 

ground in consequence but creating it’, thus opening up a change of thought about the 

boundaries between earth and air. 

 

Footprints are most easily read via weather and what it does to the surface of snow, moss, 

sand, mud and grass which capture them as they travel along this open moving boundary, as 

they carry the moving person. He perceives that the path is at once terrestrial and aerial 

much as the walker. 

 

I am including a quote from Tim Ingold to illustrate his thinking on the medium of air which 

includes a graceful image of flying a kite, an example of the present moment, the experiential, 

the need for air and sky that I am hoping to layer into this essay. 

 

‘A kite-in-the-air behaves very much like a living being. It seems to possess an 

agency of its own. Buoyed up by the wind and swooping in its currents, the kite 

strains at the thread linking it to the hand of the human flyer. On the ground the flyer, 

also bathed in air, feels the tension in the thread, and ‘plays’ the kite by alternately 

loosening it and reigning it in. An interaction is going on between the flyer and the 

kite by alternatively loosening it and reigning it in. An interaction is going on between 

the flyer and the kite, which is perhaps so close that one might better speak of the 

whole performance as the action of a flyer-kite hybrid. But this interaction could not 

take place were it not for the fact that both flyer and kite are jointly immersed in the 

current of air. Were the current stilled, the kite would crumple and drop, lifeless and 

inert like a dead bird.’ 
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Footprints through the Weather-world32 

 

 

Notes on a walk at Bunces Barn October 18th 2011 

 

the air between the step of earth 

to wander 

sinuous wind 

winding wind 

track temporary 

sky drags along the surface of the earth 

continual formation of the ground 

aerial terestial 

breathe the air as one walks the ground 

not quite of the air 

not quite of the earth 

moving the air 

moving through it 

generations of feet 

we live with ghosts 

haunted in practical ways 

sensitised to the atmosphere of the land 

theatrical and metaphoric 

‘footprints through the weather world’ 

 

                                                
32 Ingold, Tim. Footprints through the weather-world:walking, breathing, knowing. Journal of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute(N.S.)S -S University of Aberdeen (2010) 
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‘...with our heads immersed in the thickness of the atmosphere or our lungs and 

limbs engaged with the surrounding winds, we breathe, think and dream in the 

regions of the air...’ 

 

David Macauley, Environmental Philosopher33 

 

 

 

 

                                                
33 David Macauley, Professor of Philosophy & Environmental Studies, PennState, USA 
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Chapter 3  

Reflecting on thin air 

 

The Present 

I wanted to give you something - 

no stone, clay, bracelet, 

no edible leaf could pass through. 

Even a molecule’s fragrance by then too large. 

Giving had been taken, as you soon would be. 

Still, I offered the puffs of air shaped to meaning. 

They remained air. 

I offered memory on memory, 

but what is memory that dies with the fallible inks? 

I offered apology, sorrow, longing. I offered anger. 

How fine is the mesh of death. You can almost see through it. 

I stood on one side of the present, you stood on the other. 

 

Jane Hirshfield34 

 

                                                
34 Jane Hirshfield 1953- American poet 
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Arch 4 (Summer) Susan Derges 2007-2008 211 x 142cm 

 

aer (Greek for air) geo (Greek for earth) 

The philospher and landscape architect Kenneth Olwig has coined the imaginary term 

‘areography’ in an attempt to focus on air being an important part of geography.35 36  

Air, water, earth, fire along with aether have been known as elements of the cosmos from the 

                                                
35 Olwig, Kenneth R. ’All That is Landscape is melted into air: ’aerography’ of ethereal space. 
’Environment and Planning D: Society and Space volume 29 (2011):519-532 
36 Appendix 5 
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Renaissance and Olwig envisions this ‘science’ as an elemental one also asscociated with 

space and natural landscape. Thinking of performance or site specific events it is interesting 

to note that from the time of the Greeks until Shakespeare’s Globe performance had largely 

taken place outside in the landscape, before the partnership of Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones 

commenced on their ideas which, in its simplest form, became’ theatre in a box.37 Perhaps 

the return to outdoor performance or site specific work is a release from that history and a 

willingness to see landscape in its physicality and metaphor in the open air, thus also affected 

by the weather, as an enlightening backdrop for the ephemerality of performance. The 

combination of light and sound mean that landscape as a setting is not just measured in a 

horizontal, linear way but as a sweeping, smooth, infinite space into the sky, and gives 

landscape a spiritual dimension.The word spirit derives from the Roman, spiritus, meaning 

air. Other meanings involving “air’ include ghost (an English term for breath) and also that 

classical theories linked the air with psyche and soul.  

 

Olwig likens it to the magical landscape of Shakespeare’s The Tempest where elements are 

characters. Caliban is earth and Ariel is air, and where, at the end of the play, Prospero sets 

free his spirit servants.  

 

‘These our actors, 

As I foretold you, were all spirits, and 

Are melted into air, into thin air’  

William Shakespeare, The Tempest 38 

 

Unlike water, fire and earth, air can only be approached indirectly. In the movement of leaves 

in a breeze, traveling clouds, fog and gale, and odour. Can it be seen or controlled or 

                                                
37 Wiles,David. A Short History of Western Performance Space. Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press 2003. Print 
38 William Shakespeare .1564-1616. English poet and playwright 
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captured?39 Air can be reflected upon but not directly reflected.40 Is it perhaps uncapturable 

like the unique moment of a live event?  

 

Is air thinkable? 41 42  

                                                
39 ‘Wind and water press against and move us, but they cannot be grasped. By flying and floating we 
can have some sense of mastery over our contact with these elements, but we cannot contain them in 
our hands for more than a moment.’ Susan Stewart, Poetry and the Fate of the Senses (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press 2002),165. Stewart 
40 What might it have meant to constitute the air as a perceptual object  – or to simply discern the very 
thing that one breathes, moves in, and depends upon for life, but cannot see. Carla Mazzio 
Mazzio, Carla.The History of Air: Hamlet and the Trouble with Instruments. South Central Review 
26.1(2009):153-196. Print. See Appendix vii 
41 Any attempt to integrate air into a philosophy is likely to raise fundamental questions about 
philosophy itself. Luce irigaray addresses precisely this point in her purposefully stammering and 
stylistically vertiginous book on air and philosophy. In the Forgetting of Air in Martin heidegger, she 
posits the air as an often forgotten yet fundamental if elusive “ground” of being and intellection in post-
classical philosophy. While focussing on the extent to which heidegger ”forgot” this detail and 
unwittingly priviledged the element of earth as a ground for metaphysics, she argues that air is all too 
easily forgotten in and through post-Enlightenment philosophy.Without air, she argues, philosophy is 
itself a kind of walking ghost:a form of deadened thinking grounded on the tangible dimensions of 
“earth’  – as well as water, fire and bounded space – rather than the “intangible, imperceptible, 
invisible, insensible, unintelligible” element of air out of which all thought and being proceeds. Carla 
Mazzio The History of Air:Hamlet and the trouble with Instruments, on Luce Irigaray’s In the Forgetting 
of Air in Martin Heidegger 
42 A History of Air an unwritten book wished for by Francis Bacon. Fans, bellows, windmills, guns, 
mines, sails, powder houses, and even dietary regimens for controlling the flow of air in and out of 
mouths, pores,bodies,minds,for example,were all ruminated on by Bacon in his quest to discern the 
properties of air. Carla Mazzio The History of Air: Hamlet and the Trouble with Instruments from 
Francis Bacon’s Historia Ventorum (1622) and Sylua syluarum: or a natrurall historie In ten centuries 
(1627) 
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Chapter 4  

Looking Down to See Up 

 

“Because the sky is equally distributed throughout the world-because its beautiful 

events are equally distributed – it will not be surprisingly if the population in large 

numbers, or even unanimously, agree that the beautiful sky should continue.”  

 

Elaine Scarry43 

 

Cloud Chambers, Chris Dury44     

These circular chambers – made outside – work on the principle of a camera obscura. The 

interiors are dark, the entrance being from a door or curved passageway, the floor or viewing 

surface is white, and there is a small aperture or lens in the ceiling or wall. Images of clouds, 

branches, waves, landscape, are thus projected inside. 

 

A large preoccupation in my work has been the exploration of what inner and outer nature 

mean. These cloud chambers are still, silent, meditative and mysterious spaces. Outside, 

they are discreet objects which sit unobtrusively within the landscape; are in fact made of the 

material of the landscape. They are often built partially underground, so that in these dark 

spaces what is outside is brought in and reversed. Clouds drift silently across the floor.45  

                                                
43 Scarry, Elaine. On Beauty and Being Just. Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press  
1999. Print 
44 Appendix viii 
45 http://chrisdrury.co.uk/  20.05.2012 
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Cloud Chamber, Chris Dury, Arundel, West Sussex, photograph 2012 April CW 

 

My notes on visiting the Cloud Chamber at Arundel, West Susssex  

April 20 2012 

 

First, I have to write in the dark 

this is an unrecordable living art work 

so can only be experienced or conjured up in imagination 

each reflected reed moving in the breeze makes one think ‘life’ 

air 

above all movement 
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what is this about stillness 

this is a meditation of continual movement 

this eye, this bird’s eye 

a round whole 

containing infinity 

like the sand or wildflower 

it is magic without packaging 

it is an art work to capture me 

I want one 

I want to be in one 

I want my body to be in one – to be in the lens and in the hut 

to be inner and outer 

not just nature but the body the self 

I am using myself but as a transparant ghost to reflect on 

for people to reflect on 

for me to experience that living moment of being a dancer 

recapturing the present 

is this a way to hold my air to earth? 

the immersion of the imagination into nature 

a metaphor of imagination to cosmos to divinity 

I am trying hard to view my experience 

it is not giving me solace it is giving me kinship 

beauty 

giving back the sky 

 

 

Searching for ways to understand and reflect on my interest in air, the landscape, site-specific 

art in nature I came across some artwork that I wish I had made myself. Cloud chambers 
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fulfill so many of my preoccupations. Getting a chance to talk to the artist, and visiting the 

cloud chamber at Arundel Marshlands have been part of my journey with this writing.46 

 

 

 

Interior Cloud Chamber, Chris Dury. The full effect of the chamber is uncapturable by still 

camera because the relections are always moving. Photograph CW April 2012 

 

 

                                                
46 Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust (WWT) Arundel, West Sussex 
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Interview with Artist Chris Dury, at his house 11.4.2012 

CW  When did you know the cloud chambers were a series? 

CD  When I had made a certain number of them 

CW  Is it a continuing series? 

CD  I expect so 

Though vandalism is a problem. The cloud chamber at Stour Valley was finished then there 

was a thunderstorm three hours later followed by kids destroying the whole thing.47  

The best places for Cloud chambers is out in the wild, using an aperture rather than a lens. 

CW  How did cloud chambers start 

CD  I was teaching for two days at the Edinburgh School of Art, painting and sculpture 

studios, I walked into the Sculpture department and a girl had hung a tarparlin under a 

skylight, cut a hole in it to look up through, there was a white piece of paper on the table 

underneath so she caught the image. I asked her ‘Why don’t you make one outside?’ She 

said no, so I said I would do it! The first one I did I tried out in my small back garden with a 

tarp and some sticks and some white paper. It was a high windy day, the clouds were drifting 

across. There was a magical quality. Then the first time I made one as a commission was for 

a Belgian Garden commission.48 It was made out of willows and mud and worked perfectly. A 

Belgian art critic asked if it was influenced by African art, I said no, by Belgian chocolates! 

For a cloud chamber I am trying to balance outside and inside, what will be the right shape, 

where is the right place, what are the local materials and always looking up just in case there 

are trees that could grow over. I choose from an instinctive place, if the place is going to be 

too dark it might frighten people, I don’t want to frighten people. Making something outside is 

liberating, its so different from the structure and needs of a gallery. Being outside lets us 

know who we are in the universe, it’s always the bigger questions. 

                                                
47 Stour Valley Arts, Ashford,Kent 
48 Builden Buiten an exhibition of British and Belgium artists in a walled garden in Tielt, Belgium.  
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For one curator in Italy an art and nature park I made a shelter work.49 The ethos was that it 

was entirely made from nature, natural elements, and that it would transform and fall apart. 

When he asked for something else I decided to make something to last forever! I wanted it to 

stay. 

Its a big limestone chamber. The drystone wall skills of the people there have mainly been 

lost. My team was drawn from people from the socialist system that includes giving anyone 

over 50 who loses a job something to do, to keep busy, with a low wage. Out of my team one 

could do drystone walling and no one would go on a scaffolding over four metres and no one 

would wear a hard hat, so I had to lift all this heavy limestone rock. Luckily the emergency 

workers for avalanches etc were available to bring their diggers to help.The drystone waller 

drew out the plan on the ground and made it with wooden stacks, almost like a mould. 

Usually I am more organic in making, and much slower, taking time with the material. 

When making the chamber at the Eden project I was using slate, not a light rock, with four 

guys helping. One of the pieces was all wrong and I said so, the foreman was furious.50 

CW  I really get that the people you make your work with become part of the piece and 

close to you in life. Your collaborators are treasured ‘making’ situations, they are part of the 

process of the work. 

 

Fragments from Chris’s talking that illuminate the cloud chambers: 

To go underground in the earth and to see the sky 

sky floating 

sky on the floor over your shoes 

to have the landscape 

sky on earth 

alice in wonderland 

reversal 

                                                
49 Arte Sella, Sella Valley, Borgo Valsugana, Italy (artesella@yahoo.it +39 461 751251) 
50 Eden Project, Cornwall, UK 
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you can’t see ‘someone’ 

getting rid of the human 

 

why bother? 

one could stand outside looking up 

this is looking down to see up 

 

silence, solitary 

meditative 

cutting out light 

framing air 

 

CD  James Turrell makes art work that frames the air, depending on the weather it can 

make the sky look almost solid. His work can be wholly different if seen at dusk or at some 

optimum moments.51 In the Cloud Chambers there is only a little bit of light. One needs to sit 

for in there for five minutes waiting, it’s a small aperture, so it demands attention. I was re-

visiting the one in North Uist on a very misty day, I thought it had stopped working. It has 

three mirrors and a lens so I wondered if something had gone wrong, then I saw a very 

ghostly image. This Cloud Chamber is 20 minutes walk from the Arts Centre and everyday 

twenty to thirty people take the walk, it’s a nice walk, and visit the place.52 

CW  Sort of like a monk’s cell? 

CD  Well it could be.  

CW  I asked about the poetic nature of the work. 

CD  I can’t talk about the poetry. 

Its from sitted rooted you can see clearly 

                                                
51 James Turrell, 1943- American installation artist concerned with light and space. See appendix ix 
52 Both nam Faileas: Hut of the Shadow, Lochmaddy, North Uist, Western Isles. 
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to help us be rooted/earthed yet to see the magic of the universe 

Its like the need to climb to the top of a mountain. To climb you have to have your feet on the 

ground. So though it’s about air and sky one cannot become consumed by the element of air, 

if one is too airy one could float away – I have flown in small planes over the Antarctic with a 

pilot who was mad about flying, He even tried to fly between where the ice ends and the air 

begins and found himself on the ice. A Cloud Chamber could not work in an igloo, even a 

crevase, just too much light. 

The one in Kielder reflects water. It really is like walking on water, and when it’s still one sees 

the clouds as well.53 

CW  I asked about the name Cloud Chambers and if the chamber comes from fairy tales, 

in fact it is a scientific term for breaking small particles in a small chamber, cloud chamber is 

for contained cloud. People experiencing the images have seen scenes from their childhood 

or feel like they are watching old films. It relates to being a child lying on your back looking at 

the sky. 

CD  In Ireland I built one into a wall, it did not work very well, Alice into the wall! 

I use the materials that are in or on the site, one could make one out of steel shipping 

containers if that was what is there.Talking to people on the ground who know the land 

intimately is the way to build them. 

The work is about the relationship to nature not about being inside or outside. 

CW  I think the work is about giving back the sky 

Interview ends. 

                                                
53 Wave Chamber, Kielder Water and Forest Park, Northumberland.  
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Image of my poem about the Cloud Chamber, CW 26 04 2012 
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Clouds are natural phenomena and portrayed as poetic evocations of limitless freedom and 

tranquility. Clouds connect and release one from the earth, a continual exchange between 

the ethereal and the earthy, form and formlessness, the hidden and the revealed, spirit and 

matter. They are playful, anticipatory, inspiring and ominous.  

 

 

Above the Clouds,1963. Georgia O’Keefe, oil on canvas 48 x 84cm 
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Image of The Cloud, Red Mountain Frederick Varley 1881-1969 1927-28  

oil on canvas 87.0 x 102.2cm Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto 
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Lake Superior around 1924 Lawren S. Harris 1885-1970 

oil on canvas 101.7 x 127.3cm Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto 
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The Painter William Kurelek 1927-1977 mixed media on hardboard 140 x 110cm  

The Thomson Collection at the Art Gallery of Ontario Estate of William Kurelek 
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Eden 9, Susan Derges, 2004 61 x 46.4cm 
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Chapter 5 

Flying into the sky 

 

“At the moment we see something beautiful, we undergo a radical decentering.”  

 

Elaine Scarry 54 

 

 

                                                
54 Scarry, Elaine. On Beauty and Being Just. Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University  
Press 1999. Print 
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The Meadow Alone 

 

to listen 

to the worlds we miss 

all manner of beings are there 

mouse, bicycle, dogs, horse, plane, bird after bird, tree, insect, grass 

breath, footstep 

answering bird 

injest air 

airplane path 

hover between 

how many airplane plumes can you see? 

how many examples of sound after vision? 

all encompassing drone that extends, includes and overlays the air 

for now I am aware of the beauty 

the holding of lines of light, lines of white 

the arcs, the steam-like dispersal 

the point at the top that carries it forward the glint of steel, the gap in the white line 

(Paul Klee’s taking a line for a walk)  

 

CW 
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Out of the Blue 2011, Ackroyd & Harvey, Short film commissioned by Artsadmin for the What 

On Earth series Produced by Artsadmin and Xenoki55 

 

Flying in The Middle of Art a piece of writing by Annie Dillard is the wellspring for this essay, 

brings together some of the many strands about air and ephemerality, performance, what art 

can be, and its transmutation into piece of writing that illuminates all these things.56 57 

 

A simple description of this piece of non-fiction would be to say that it is about Annie Dillard’s 

experience of watching, then flying with, a stunt pilot in his small plane over the islands in 

upstate Washington in the United States. That the pilot with his plane flying in the sky with his 

white line following him could become something so profound it could become a meditation 

                                                
55 Appendix x 
56 Dillard, Annie. Flying in the Middle Of Art excerpt from The Writing Life. Writing Creative Non-fiction. 
Ed. Carolyn Forche & Philip Gerard. Cincinnati, Ohio, Story Press 2001. Print. 
57 Appendix xi 
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on art is so unexpected that it has become a talisman for me of the possibility of explaining 

the inexpressible about witnessing a work of art that usually eludes the one experiencing it.  

 

‘Dave Rahm was a stunt pilot, the air’s own genius.’ Annie Dillard first encountered him at a 

Bellingham, Washinton Air Show in 1975, an event she attended out of curiosity in the short  

evening sun-filled summer nights. He was preceded by an aerobatics show from many other 

pilots that followed the expected trajectory. With little attention she saw a man in brown 

leather and goggles get into the open cock-pit of a black bi-plane, a Bucker Jungman from 

the thirties. 

 

‘He was off; he climbed high over the airport in his biplane, very high until he was 

barely visible as a mote, and then seemed to fall down the air, diving headlong, and 

streaming beauty in spirals behind him. The black plane dropped spinning, flattened 

out spinning the other way;it began to carve the air into forms that built wildly and 

musically on each other and never ended. Rahm drew high above the world in 

inexhaustibly glorious line; it piled over our heads in loops and arabesques. It was 

like a Saul Steinberg fantasy; the plane was the pen. Like Steinberg’s contracting 

and billowing pen line, Rahm spun moved to form new, punning shapes from the 

edges of the old. Like a Klee line, it smattered the sky with landscapes and systems.’ 

 

“Rahm made beauty with his whole body... he was pure energy and naked spirit” 

In her writing she says it took her a few minutes to understand the extraordinariness of what 

she was seeing, then to hardly breath in that sense of complete intensity of presence, for the 

next twenty minutes before Rahm landed the plane. Turning away she saw a swallow 

apparently apeing the air show, and understood that desire when seeing something 

extraordinary, of being inspired to create, a thing that can happen on seeing or experiencing 

a profound art work, which sometimes goes unremarked as being a generator of creativity for 

many artists. 
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Dillard then begins her thinking on the experience. 

 

‘I had thought I knew my way around beauty a little bit. I knew I had devoted a good 

part of my life to it, memorizing poetry and focusing my attention on complexity of 

rhythm in particular, on force, movement, repetition, and surprise, in both poetry and 

prose, Now I had stood among dandelions between two ashphalt runways in 

Bellingham, Washington, and begun learning about beauty. Even the Boston 

Museum of Fine Arts was never more inspiring than this small north western airport 

on this time-killing Sunday afternoon in June. Nothing on earth is more gladdening 

than knowing we must roll up our sleeves and move back the boundaries of the 

humanely possible once more.’ 

 

This ‘beginning again’ in the search for beauty, in the search for making art is what an artist 

confronts whenever starting a new piece, choosing a new direction,being in the unknown, 

often this is refered to as the blank page, the open space, that unboundaried moment that 

could be a metaphor for air. 

 

As an aside but relevant to this essay, she is standing among dandelions (wildflowers) as she 

has this experience. In a poetic way she has combined the natural landscape, flower and sky 

with the man made expression of the man in the plane into an example of the art I am 

contemplating, then she has found a way to translate that into another art form, writing, to 

capture the uncapturable, more than a documantation or a film, but with this other art, an art 

work in response but not in place of, or descriptive of the present moment of the experience. 

 

Annie Dillard arranges to go flying with Dave Rahm. Maybe a combination of curiousity about 

the man, being inside the experience, in an effort to understand what she has thought to be 

beauty and art. In an enclosed single-engined Cessna here she describes the sensation’s. 
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‘Our plane swiped at the mountain with a roar. I glimpsed a windshield view of dirty 

snow traveling fast. Our shaking, swooping belly seemed to graze the snow. The 

wings shuddered;we peeled away and the mountain fell back and the engines whined. 

We felt flung, because we were infact flung;parts of our faces and internal organs 

trailed pressingly behind on the curves. We came back for another pass at the 

mountain, and another. We drove at the snow headlong like suicideds; we jerked up, 

down, or away at the last second, so late we left out hearts, stomachs and lungs 

behind... I had no notion which way was up.’ 

 

This viseral paragraph conveys the other side of the experience,no art,no beauty just a giving 

up of control to another person and a possible way in to understanding him and this mode of 

transport. The thought that he was as in peak form as an Olympic gymnast and able to 

withstand immense air pressure keeping track of which way was up and where he was, called 

for a will of steel and an unworldliness, a choice to live in total risk and danger. Maybe its like 

the lure of climbing an immense mountain, maybe it is worth any risk to fly, and a small plane 

is maybe one of the closest ways we get to the eternal dream of flying. “Its worth it, its worth 

the final smashup” said the early French airman Mermoz friend of pilot and author and lost in 

the air Antoine de Saint-Exupery. Dave Rahm did die, while performing a stunt for King 

Hussein of Jordan, flew straight into the ground and burned immediately. 

 

Back to Dillard’s flight after the physical somersaults. 

 

‘Then the plane levelled out. ”Now, in the air, the clouds had risen over us;dark forms 

on the glinting water.” (Very similar to the upside down images conveyed by Chris 

Dury’s Cloud Chambers) Dave Rahm, formerly a geologist who photographed rock 

specimens from the air described his flying performances. ”He thought of the air as a 

line, he said ‘This end of the line,that end of the line-like a rope.’ He improvised. ‘I get 
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a rhythm going and stick with it.’ While he was performing in a show, he paid 

attention to the lighting. He didn’t play against the sun. That was all he said about 

what he did.’ 

 

Later she got to see him practice from the ground, after the flight she had taken she 

wondered if she would feel and see that beauty again. 

 

‘I lost myself; standing on the firm porch, I lost my direction and reeled. My neck and 

spine rose and turned, so I followed the line kinesthetically... he demonstrated curved 

space... He unrolled the scroll of the air,extended it, and bent it into mobius strips:he 

furled line in a thousand new ways, as if he were inventing a script and writing it in 

one infinitely recurving utterance until I thought the bounds of beauty must break.’ 

 

She goes on to describe Rahm as “being in the middle of art”, he could not see his own 

creation, “the inexpressible wordless selfless line’s inscribing the air and disolving. Any other 

art may be permanent. I cannot recall one Rahm sequence... his plane shed a ribbon in 

space, a ribbon whose end unraveled in memory while its beginning unfurled as surprise.” 

 

Working in an art form that is ephemeral, that has liveness and presence, by that I mean 

existing in the moment, full of attention to the moment, the lived breath the actual happening 

in time, one has to accept early, or along the way, the ephemeral nature of performance and 

the continual change of the landscape if one is working in nature, because in the doing one is 

fulfilled, and does not need to leave an object trace. This relates well to an interest in air.  
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Conclusion 

 

In drawing together the air currents of this essay I look at the title, Listening to Air and with a 

nod to humour, slightly left out of the earnest airy discussion, I am drawn down to earth by 

humour’s earthly quality. Last week while flying high in a huge jet, airbourne, and thinking 

about this essay and its conclusion in what felt like the perfect arena, I came across on the 

music entertainment channel an album called “Air”.58 I caught my breath, then I saw it was the 

works of Bach on violin and had some of my favourite works. On arriving home I ordered the 

CD and have been listening to it as I have been finishing the essay. I never meant to take the 

title so literally, but it is in this continuing surprising way that this study of air keeps opening 

up into a continual flow of new ideas. At times capturing what I am trying to glean from this 

study of art, ephemerality and landscape, and laying it down in a methodical manner,much 

like a study of ‘aerography’ could be. At others feeling it move away like a breeze, not like a 

mighty wind or hurricane, though that feels present in the plane ride undertaken in Annie 

Dillard’s Flying In The Middle Of Art, but invisibly opening upwards to new ideas.  

 

Even as I write this ending I am collecting more ‘air’ art examples: Man on Wire, the 

documentary film of a man’s tightrope walk between the Twin Towers in New York,  

and the shock of the loss of the Towers, the work of collective Art and Language and their 

piece The Air-Conditioning Show, literally a white gallery with air-conditioners noisily blowing, 

and Teresa Margolles Aire/Air, her air-conditioning units in an empty room,  

cooled by water from public mortuaries in Mexico City that was used to wash the  

bodies of unknown murder victims.59 60 

                                                
58 Anne Akiko Meyers Air The Bach Album English Chamber Orchestra, Steven Mercurio,conductor 
59 2008 Oscar winning documentary made by British documentary maker James Marsh. The film is 
about Philippe Petit’s 1974 high-wire walk between the Twin Towers of New York’s World Trade 
Centre. 
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These all deserve thinking about in their own right but I mention them here not for that reason 

but as an example how the boundarilessness of air will keep unfolding, spilling over, and slip 

around any structure one aims to put on it. 

 

The essay is structured as a journey from under the earth to air, a fitting example being a 

wildflower, in this case Herb Robert from an artwork by Joseph Beuys, an artist of nature as 

shown in his use of the fading wildflower, part of the ongoing ‘process’ made visible, and air 

in his woven performances of shamanism and spirit. His presence as a performer is gone but 

his ideas and concepts still influence many people maybe more than his visible art has. 

Perhaps he might be called an artist of the air. As shown in Kenneth Olwig’s ‘Aerography’, the 

air in medieval history was the realm of thought and ideas and spirit, and though this concept 

through the ages has been lost or changed I think Tim Ingold, in his examination of the 

boundary of ground to air, his weather-world of mapping an ever-evolving, ever fluid meeting 

of earth and air is again changing our ideas of how we are as embodied beings of self and 

earth, both held in ever flowing air. Changing the way of thinking may have interesting and 

possible helpful influence on the appreciation, wonder and care that the natural landscape, 

hand in hand with people, needs. 

 

Some of that appreciation and wonder can be found in the Cloud Chambers of Chris Dury. 

Sites in nature, of nature, made for contemplation and full of beauty. He has managed to 

capture the ‘performance’ of nature in continual motion by having us look at transformed air, a 

looking down and inward to see up and out. The gift of art that is landscape, present yet ever-

changing, and ephemeral has led to this being one of the best examples of ‘listening to air’ I 

have found. And that clouds, the subject of so many artist’s work, from Constable to Richter, 

                                                
60 Art & Language Terry Atkinson,UK 1939- Michael Baldwin,UK 1945- Teresa Margolles, Mexican 
1963- 
Rugoff, Ralph Ed.’ Invisible, Art about the Unseen 1957-2012. London, Hayward Publishing, 
SouthBank, 2012. Print 
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now appreciated by the tongue-in-cheek Cloud-Spotter’s Society, have always been the place 

of imagination, ideas in the air.61 

 

Then I come to Annie Dillard’s writing and feel it has greatly influenced me in being able to 

bring together all the threads I am contemplating in this essay and the work I am doing for the 

MA in a way that will lead on to how I actualise that work. How can one make ‘things’ about 

art that is made as ephemeral, the event/performance in the ever-changing, ever weather -

bound, time-bound, space-bound landscape of nature. How can it be transmuted and 

transformed into another form that stands alone, yet is created from this unique moment of 

the event. Chris Dury’s Cloud Chambers and Annie Dillard’s writing Sitting In The Middle of 

Art will be my lodestones as I move forward in my own way, to listen to air. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
61 Gavin Pretor-Pinney, founder The Cloud Appreciation Society 
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Appendix 
 
i. Another artist whose work I have been interested in is the photographer Susan Derges whose work about 

air are extraordinary. I am especially interested in her description of working with nature ‘...when I first started 

working with natural processes in the landscape it felt like being liberated from all the baggage carried not only in 

the medium of photography but also the by the self – it was an approach that allowed the maker to act more as a 

facilitator or channel through which natural events could be made visible – with minimal intervention from the 

author of the work.’ It has given her an important insight into a way of making art about ‘interconnectedness’ which 

relates to my interest in art made within open air landscape. She also bypasses an irony connected with work 

about nature and is unafraid to connect to the ideas of wonder and imagination, while living in nature herself. 

(Dartmoor) 

Susan Derges (English, born 1955) is an internationally recognised photographic artist, specialising in 

camera-less photographic processes, most often working with natural landscapes. She has exhibited extensively 

in Europe, America and Japan and has works in many museum collections including the Metropolitan Museum, 

New York and the Victoria & Albert Museum, London.Derges was born in London in 1955. She studied painting at 

the Chelsea College of Art and Design from 1973–1976 and at the Slade School of Art from 1977-1979. She then 

turned to photography, exploring in particular early photographic techniques of cameraless photography - 

exposing images directly onto photographic paper - techniques she has continued to refine and develop to this 

day. From 1981 to 1985 she lived and worked in Japan, receiving a Rotary Foundation Award (1981), JVC Award 

(1984) and carrying out postgraduate research at Tsukuba University. From 1986 to 1991 Derges lived in London, 

moving to Dartmoor, Devon in 1992. In 1993 she received a South West Arts Award and was appointed Lecturer 

in Media Arts at the University of Plymouth, Exeter. From 1997 to 1999 she was an external examiner for the BA 

in Fine Art: Photography at Middlesex University.Having trained in painting, Susan Derges expressed an early 

interest in abstraction because "it offered the promise of being able to speak of the invisible rather than to record 

the visible". She turned to cameraless photography after experiencing frustration at the way "the camera always 

separates the subject from the viewer". Much of her subsequent work has dealt with this relationship - of 

separation and connectedness with the natural world. Her images are often beautiful, conjuring metaphysical and 

metaphorical layers of meaning. Her methods have been consistently experimental, a constant search for new 

cameraless methods of recording imagery, including the photogram, while directly connecting with the world she 

observes. Derges first experimented with cameraless photography while living in Japan. Her 1985 work Chladni 

Figures was produced by sprinkling carborundum powder directly onto photographic emulsion where it was 

exposed to sound waves at different frequencies (see Ernst Chladni), creating ghostly black and white images of 

natural order and chaos. For her 1991 series The Observer and the Observed Derges explored the 
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interdependence of viewer and object - creating images appearing as droplets of water containing faces, while 

simultaneously showing her own face with small droplets suspended in her view. On March 24, 2011, Swann 

Galleries auctioned Derges's The Observer and the Observed #6, silver print, 1992 for $28,800—more than any 

previous work by the artist at auction. For the 1997 River Taw series she worked at night, placing photographic 

paper on the river bed and allowing the images to be exposed through ambient light, aided by the use of a flash 

gun. Her technique involved a very direct and unmediated physical relationship with the landscape, while her 

Under The Moon series involved working with photographs of the moon and combining these with water and 

branch patterns exposed to sound vibrations in the darkroom. Her images, though based upon the capturing of 

external natural realities, take on a metaphorical dimension that echo the inner life of the unconscious and 

imaginative.Major publications of her work include Woman Thinking River, published in 1998, Liquid Form with an 

essay by Professor Martin kemp, published 1n 1999 and Kingswood published in 2002 by photoworks. 

Susan Derges exhibits and is represented by Danziger Gallery (New York, NY), Purdy Hicks Gallery 

(London), Ingleby Gallery (Scotland) and Galerie Nichido (Tokyo, Japan). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Derges 5/08/2012 

 

ii. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elaine_Scarry 5/08/2012 

Elaine Scarry (born 30 June 1946), a professor of English and American Literature and Language, is the 

Walter M. Cabot Professor of Aesthetics and the General Theory of Value at Harvard University. Her interests 

include Theory of Representation, the Language of Physical Pain and Structure of Verbal and Material Making in 

Art, Science and the Law. She was formerly Professor of English at The University of Pennsylvania. 

She is the author of The Body in Pain which is known as a definitive study of pain and inflicting pain.[1] She 

argues that physical pain leads to destruction and the unmaking of the human world, whereas human creation at 

the opposite end of the spectrum leads to the making of the world. 

Her 1999 study, Dreaming by the Book won the Truman Capote Award for Literary Criticism. 

In 1998, Elaine Scarry authored an article The Fall of TWA 800: The Possibility of Electromagnetic 

Interference which appeared in The New York Review of Books. The article's basic theory - which does not enjoy 

support from most scientists or engineers - is that electromagnetic interference from a P-3 Orion aircraft may have 

been responsible for the center fuel tank explosion. Scarry subsequently published another article hypothesizing 

that another infamous plane crash, that of EgyptAir 990, was caused by electromagnetic interference of the type 

that could result from transmission from a military source in the vicinity of the crash. This article, entitled "The Fall 

of EgyptAir 990," was also published in The New York Review of Books, October 5, 2000. In a critique of 

Professor Scarry's hypothesis, Professor Didier de Fontaine, Professor Emeritus at UC Berkeley, discusses what 

he views as the less than scientific basis of Scarry's "unfriendly skies" scenarios, and concludes that she has 

engaged in "voodoo science.".[2] 
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iii Joseph Beuys: 700 Oaks. Land art meets urban renewal 

In 1982, Joseph Beuys inaugurated a monumental sculptural work in Kassel for Documenta 7, the international art 

fair that was held in the city. It consisted in the sowing of 7000 oak trees paired with four foot high basalt columns. 

Beuys conceived this work as the first stage in an ongoing international project and it has continued since in 

different locations, under the auspices of the Free International University (FIU) and the support of the Dia Art 

Foundation, in locations such as New York in 1996, in Australia for the 7th Sydney Biennial and in front of the Art 

Academy in Oslo. 

Raising ecological awareness was one of Joseph Beuys’ principal aims in the making of the 7000 Oaks 

piece. His visionary approach linking art, social engagement and natural environment stands as a pioneering work 

within the field of art and ecology and in the lineage of Land Art practices from the 1960s. 

The symbolic value of the oak, with its slow and solid growth, paired with the static and massive form of 

the basalt stones, reflect the ideas of completeness, the passing of time and landscape modification. 

Beuys’ desire to sow into the future a change in people’s and communities’ attitudes towards nature and 

their environment is mirrored in the constantly changing relationship between the tree and the stone. As time 

passes and the tree grows, the proportional relationship between the two evolves, the tree gaining in strength and 

height as people’s consciousness and engagement should. This protean sculpture can be engaged with on many 

different levels, bringing up multiple layers of artistic and social implication. It speaks to both individual and local 

action – in Kassel as a gesture towards urban development, as well as a monumental, universal and propagating 

initiative to effect environmental and social change in a global scale. 

http://www.artsandecology.org.uk/magazine/artworks/project-6 5/08/2012 

 

iv Herb Robert Information 

The 16th century was seen by many as the heyday of herbal knowledge. Since the 17th century plants 

have been classified, dissected and demystified and the idea of botany and medicine went their separate ways , 

also losing a strong folklore and personal tradition in the process. 

Herbalists and those who used herbs in the old traditional holistic manner treated plants, the soil they 

lived in, the sun and moon that cycled above , the rain that nourished as all interlinked aspects of a whole. When a 

plant was first planted, the location and soil type, the amount of sun, when it was harvested, and whether it was 

treated with respect all contributed to the essence and energy and efficacy of the herb. Herbalists were strong 

advocates of the environment. The way the herb looked and felt, the way the colours effected the eye were all 

important parts of the process of finding what herb was efficacious. 

Herbal Signatures 

http://www.complete-herbal.com/history.htm   4/04/2012 
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Herbs were considered to be children of the earth mother, each marked by divinity and worthy of respect. 

Herb Robert  Geranium Robertianum 

Composition 

tamin, vitamin A, B, C and many organic acids 

minerals: calcium, potassium, magnesium, iron, phosphorus 

geranium: tissue oxygeneration, anti oxidal 

Commonly used as an antibiotic, for immunity, decreasing blood pressure and anti depressant contains natural 

progesterone for both men and women can be used for uterine fibroma and ovarian cysts 

Herb Robert is made into a tea and needs to be drunk regularly for 3 months to have effect. 

 

Herb Robert / Red Robin / Robert Geranium (Geranium robertianum) is one of the best fertility herbs. 

It is used more and more by phytotherapists with remarkable results in diseases difficult to treat by conventional 

means such as infertility or impotence, uterine, intestinal or lung cancer, benign tumors, or herpes. 

 

Geranium robertianum - "Saint Robert's Herb", named after a French monk who lived in the year 1000 after Christ, 

who has cured many people suffering from various diseases using it. 

 

Composition: tannin, vitamin A, B, C and many organic acids. Minerals: calcium, potassium, magnesium, iron, 

phosphorus and more important - germanium - which plays a special role in improvement of tissue oxygenation 

and has a high antioxidant capacity. 

Action: The main actions of the plant are astringent, antibiotic, increase of immunity and natural resistance to 

stress, adaptogen, regulates metabolism and muscle and brain caloric burning, tonic, aphrodisiac, diuretic, anti 

diabetes, anti diarrhea, decreases blood pressure, antidepressant, anticancer, antioxidant and anti aging. 

The term adaptogen is used by herbalists to refer to a natural herb product that is proposed to increase the body's 

resistance to stress, trauma, anxiety and fatigue. 

 

Herb Robert - Fertility Herbs 

Progesteron. Herb Robert contains natural progesterone. It stimulates fertility in both women and men, with 

beneficial effects on the uterus, for pregnancy preparation and support. 

In men, Herb Robert is an incentive to produce quality sperm. 

Its benefits on the reproductive system are related to uterine fibroma, ovarian dysfunction, abnormal menses, 

amenorrhea, Herb Robert being a natural regulator. 

Herb Robert is efficient especially in hormonal and psychological impotence, except in the vascular impotence. 
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Germanium. Studies also showed that Robert Geranium contains increased amounts of germanium, an 

oligoelement with a strong effect of stimulating cellular oxygenation. 

This leads to healing of diseases such as uterine fibroma, ovarian cysts and benign tumors in general. 

It is important to know that Herb Robert does not constitute a total substitute for drug treatment for any condition. It 

can give good results in rheumatism, alleviating pain in cancer, pulmonary disease - in addition to recommended 

treatments. 

Herb Robert herbal tea treatments usually take at least 3 months. The tea is prepared in various ways specific to a 

particular disease, most times with water, unsweetened and no lemon. 

Your life style is important in order for Herb Robert to give good results. This means reducing alcohol 

consumption, a healthy diet based on vegetables, fruits, moderate protein intake in correspondence with the 

physical effort and age and some constancy to follow any adjuvant therapy in different conditions and, not least, a 

strong motivation.   Sterility in women and men  The famous German therapist, Rudolf Breuss, treated for a month 

eight couples married for 2-10 years who could not have children. Patients were asked to drink Herb Robert tea 

and, about a year after that, all eight women gave birth to beautiful and healthy babies. 

Impotence in men. When this occurs because of hormonal causes or due to excessive wear of the body, Herb 

Robert tea and especially the juice (during the season, you can harvest raw plant) - 6 tablespoons a day, 

combined with fresh goat milk (if need you can use cow milk) can do wonders. 

http://www.self-healing-herbs.com/herb-robert.html  info about medicinal stuff         

 

The Bitter Herb 

Jeanne Robert Foster 

O bitter herb, Forgetfulness, 

I search for you in vain; 

You are the only growing thing 

Can take away my pain. 

When I was young, this bitter herb 

Grew wild on every hill; 

I should have plucked a store of it, 

And kept it by me still. 

I hunt through all the meadows 

Where once I wandered free, 

But the rare herb, Forgetfulness, 

It hides away from me. 

O bitter herb, Forgetfulness, 
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Where is your drowsy breath? 

Oh, can it be your seed has blown. 

 

v Tim Ingold  

Professor of Social Anthropology at the University of Aberdeen.He has conducted fieldwork among sami 

and Finnish people in Lapland,and has written exensively on comparative questions of 

environment,technology,and social organization in the circulpolar North;evolutionary theory in 

anthropology,biology and history;the role of animals in human society;and issues in human ecology.He is currently 

exploring the interface between anthropology,archeology,art and architecture,and his latest book is Lines:A Brief 

History(Routledge) 

 

vi Kenneth Olwig  

Appointed as Professor in Landscape Planning with specialty in landscape theory and history in January 

2002.  He was previously professor in Landscape History and Planning at the Department of Geography at the 

University in Trondheim (NTNU), Norway.  He received his Doctor of Philosophy degree from the University of 

Minnesota, Department of Geography, 1977, where his advisor was Prof. Yi-Fu Tuan, and where he also studied 

with Prof. David Lowenthal. 

A combination of aesthetic, legal, literary and cultural geographical approaches characterize his 

approach to landscape and the relationship between society and nature.  His interests range from the effect of 

cultural perceptions of nature and landscape in regional development, to the role of ideas of law and justice in 

shaping the political landscape and its physical manifestations.  These issues are the topics of the two 

monographs: Nature's Ideological Landscape: A Literary and Geographic Perspective on its Development and 

Preservation on Denmark's Jutland Heath (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1984 and Landscape, Nature and the 

Body Politic: From Britain’s Renaissance to America's New World (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2002). 

Olwig was Senior Research Fellow, at the Man and Nature, Humanities Research Center, Odense 

University, 1993- 1996.  Here he worked on the E.U. Research Project: "Nature, environment and landscape: 

European attitudes and discourses in the modern period (1920-1970) with particular attention to water regulation."  

The project was coordinated by Prof. Denis Cosgrove.  During this time Olwig also was a fellow in the residential 

seminar “Reinventing” Nature, led by William Cronon.  The University of California Humanities Research Institute, 

Irvine, Spring 1994.  Olwig’s contribution to this seminar was published as: “Reinventing Common Nature: 

Yosemite and Mt. Rushmore--A Meandering Tale of a Double Nature.” In Uncommon Ground: Towards 

Reinventing Nature, (ed.) William Cronon. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1995) pp. 379-408.  Olwig was also a fellow 

of the residential seminar, Landscape, Law and Justice, lead by Michael Jones, The Norwegian Center for 

Advanced Studies, The Norwegian Academy of Science, Oslo, 2002-2003.  Among the outcomes of this seminar 
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is the theme issue, edited by Olwig, of Landscape Research (v. 30, # 3 July 2005) on “Landscape Justice, Morality 

and the Law of the Land.” 

Nordic Landscapes 

Region and Belonging on the Northern Edge of Europe 

Michael Jones and Kenneth R. Olwig, editors 

http://www.upress.umn.edu/Books/J/jones_nordic.html 

http://www.ltj.slu.se/lar/olwig_kenneth_eng.html 

     

vii Carla Mazzio 

Associate Professor of English at The University at Buffalo, SUNY, earned her MA and PhD from 

Harvard University and her BA from Barnard College, Columbia University. She specializes in Renaissance 

literature and culture and has special interests in literature and the history of science and medicine. Her published 

work has focused on literature and the history of the human body, the history of the book, and the cultural as well 

as aesthetic history of the inarticulate person or community. Her current book project, entitled Calculating Minds: 

Literature and Mathematics in the Renaissance, examines the irrational dimensions of mathematics as it impacted 

aesthetic innovation in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/~cjmazzio/about.html 

5/08/2012 

 

viii Chris Drury  

(Born 1948, Colombo, Sri Lanka) A British environmental artist. His body of work includes ephemeral 

assemblies of natural materials, in the mode associated with Andy Goldsworthy, as well as more-permanent 

landscape art, works on paper, and indoor installations. He also works on 3D sculptures (three-dimensional). 

Some of Drury's lasting works are "cloud chambers", darkened caverns constructed of local rock, turf, or other 

materials. Each chamber has a hole in the roof which serves as a pinhole camera; viewers may enter the chamber 

and observe the image of the sky and clouds projected onto the walls and floor. On paper, he uses a variety of 

unusual media---notably mushroom spore prints, dung, and peat---as a source of color and patterns, which he 

might overlay with text or fingerprints, or underlay with maps or other geographic images. More recently, Drury has 

produced works associated with the body, working in residence with hospitals and incorporating echocardiogram 

data and blood into his art. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Drury_%28artist%29 5/08/2012 

 

Chris Dury Artistic Statement 
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My work makes connections between different phenomena in the world, specifically between Nature and Culture, 

Inner and Outer and Microcosm and Macrocosm. To this end I collaborate with scientists and technicians from a 

broad spectrum of disciplines and use whatever visual means, technologies and materials best suit the situation. 

Areas of work fall into two categories: 

Site specific installations and comissions both inside and outside: These works will often be collaborations with 

institutions and small communities worldwide. They may be architectural (Cloud Chambers), land drawings, 

suspended works, murals in earth etc. 

Mapping: These works would include all works on paper, photoworks and videos and often involve collaborations 

with scientists, doctors and technicians 

My work is featured in many Key Land Art Survey books in the UK and America, although I would stress that my 

work has wider implications than this. It is political in that it may draw attention to the way we abuse our 

environments. 

Recent projects include a residency at The Nirox Foundation in The Cradle of Humankind, South Africa, working 

with Paleontologists, Geologists and anthropologists,  a British Antarctic Survey residency in Antarctica, and an 

exhibition about place, ecology and politics at The Nevada Museum of Art called Mushrooms|Clouds. Over the last 

decade or more, I have been working with clinicians to make links between systems in the body and systems on 

the planet and I continue to travel and respond to diverse requests for collaborations. 

http://chrisdrury.co.uk/about/artist-statement/  5/08/2012 

 

 

ix James Turrell  

One of the world's leading artists. His forty year exploration of light enables him to make thought-

provoking and beautiful contemporary art works which often have an emotional and uplifting effect on viewers. 

Born in 1943 in Los Angeles, James Turrell studied astronomy, psychology, mathematics, fine art and art history 

at Pomona College, Claremont and the University of California. His background in aircraft construction and flight 

navigation, together with a rigorous knowledge of optics, eye physiology and perceptual psychology, have each 

informed his work over the last four decades. 

In 1966, Turrell rented the former Mendota Hotel in Ocean Park, California: sealing the building from the 

sound and light outside, he experimented with projected light, gradually introducing shafts of moon and sunlight 

into the spaces. This important period of experimentation and development provided the basis necessary for all 

subsequent works. 

Following his first international solo exhibition aged 33 at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, Turrell has 

continued to exhibit in major museums internationally. In 1984 he was awarded the prestigious 'genius' award - 

the Katherine T. and John D. MacArthur Foundation Fellowship; the Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres, France in 
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1991; the Friedrich Prize, Germany in 1992; an Honorary Doctorate from the Royal College of Art, London in 

2003; and membership of the esteemed American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2004. 

http://www.artfund.org/turrell/james_turrell.html  5/08/2012 

 

x Ackroyd & Harvey              

Sculpture, photography, architecture, and biology are some of the disciplines that intersect in Ackroyd & 

Harvey’s work, revealing an intrinsic bias towards process and event and often reflecting urban political ecologies 

by highlighting the temporal nature of processes of growth and decay in sites of architectural interest as well as 

contemporary art galleries and museums worldwide. 

They are acclaimed for large-scale architectural interventions and for their work making complex 

photographs utilizing the pigment chlorophyll; in 2003 they grew the entire vertical interior space of a disused 

church in South London, the following year contributed to European Space 9th Sculpture Quadrennial in Riga, 

Latvia and in 2007 realised their largest temporary living public artwork FlyTower on the exterior of London’s 

National Theatre; they have received the NESTA Pioneer award, the Wellcome Sci-Art award and the L’Oreal 

Grand prize for Colour for their photosynthesis based photography and have exhibited this work worldwide 

including Void Gallery, Derry; SESC Mostra des Artes, Sao Paulo; Bios 4 Andalusian Centre for Contemporary 

Art, Seville; Big Chill, Herefordshire (UK); Chicago Public Art Program (USA); Agitate SF Camerawork, San 

Francisco (USA); Traits of Life Exploratorium, San Francisco (USA); Photography and Time V&A Museum, 

London (UK); Je t’envisage Musee de l’Elysee, Lausanne (Switzerland); Paradise Now Exit Art, New York (USA); 

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston (USA); Rice Gallery, Houston (USA). 

In 2012 they were awarded the ‘artist-in-residence’ position at University College London’s Environment 

Institute. This year they have re-created a work for the Points of View exhibition at the Isabella Stewart Gardner 

Museum in Boston, USA and shown their 17min Stranded DVD at the Capital Offense group exhibition, Beacon 

Arts, Los Angeles. 

In 2011 they were awarded the prestigious Mapping the Park commission for London 2012, a series of 

individual sculptures entitled History Trees at ten of the major entrances into the Olympic Park. Three of the 

sculptures will be present for the Games with the remaining seven to be installed for the opening of the Queen 

Elizabeth II public park. During last year they also exhibited in Terre Vulnerabili at Hangar Bicocca in Milan, 

continued a Slow Art residency at the Eden Project, were commissioned to make a short film for the What of Earth 

series, and showed a series of their crystal artworks at the Royal Society summer exhibition. 

In the summer of 2010 they created a new commission for Trasparenze Art for Renewable Energy, at 

MACRO Testaccio, Rome and M.A.D.R.E in Naples, Italy. 

Since 2003, they have made a series of expeditions to the High Arctic with Cape Farewell, looking at the 

effects of climate change on the ecosystem and have shown the resulting work Stranded, a 6m long whale 
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skeleton encrusted with crystals at London’s Natural History Museum, the Liverpool Biennial 2007, Fundacion 

Canal in Madrid and Japan’s Miraikan Museum. 

In 2007 they embarked on a long term project growing trees germinated from acorns collected from 

Joseph Beuys’s seminal artwork 7000 Oaks. Currently they have 250 surviving saplings and the trees have been 

exhibited at Manchester’s Centre for the Urban Built Environment (CUBE) and in 2009/10 at London’s Royal 

Academy of Arts Earth: Art of a changing world exhibition. 

In 2008 they opened Twist, a landmark artwork twenty metres tall on the approach to the city of Bristol. 

The slate tower has integrated solar and wind-generating capacity produces sufficient energy to light itself. 

Ackroyd & Harvey have previously been recipients of two Royal Society of Arts Art For Architecture awards. 

Ackroyd & Harvey have given many lectures and presentations, notably at the Nobel Laureate 

Symposium on Creativity, Leadership and Climate Change at London’s Science Museum; Planet Under Pressure, 

Excel Centre, London; Art & Alchemy, Trinity College, Cambridge; WWEE Forum, Smiths College, Oxford; Royal 

Academy of Arts, London; London School of Economics, UK; the Royal Society, London; Royal Institute of British 

Architects, London; Tate Britain, London; Royal National Theatre, London; Manchester International Festival, UK; 

Oxford University; Courtauld Institute, London; Harvard University, USA; San Francisco Institute of Arts, USA; 

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston, (USA). 

xi Annie Dillard 1945- 

 Born: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Religion: None 

Democrat 

Education: 

The Ellis School 

B.A. Hollins College 1967 (English) 

M.A. Hollins College 1968 (English) 

Teaching: 

Scholar-in-Residence, Western Washington University, 1975-1979 

Professor emeritus, Wesleyan University 

 Honors: 

Phi Beta Kappa, 1966 

Pulitzer Prize, general nonfiction (Pilgrim at Tinker Creek), 1975 

New York Press Club Award for Excellence ("Innocence in the Galapagos," Harper's Magazine), 1975 

Washington Governor's Award for Literature, 1977 

Connecticut Governor's Arts Award, 1993 

Western Pennsylvania Historical Society History Makers Award, 1993 
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National Endowment for the Arts/Literature Grant, September 1982-September 1983 

Phi Beta Kappa Orator, Harvard Commencement Exercises, 1983 

New York Public Library Literary Lion, 1984 

Boston Public Library "Literary Light," 1990 

John Simon Guggenheim Foundation Grant, September 1985-September 1986 

Doctor of Humane Letters, Boston College, 1986; University of Hartford, 1993; Connecticut College, 1993. 

Subsequent honorary degrees turned down as they take days and days in heels. 

Middletown Commission on the Arts Award, 1987 

National Book Critics Circle Award finalist, 1987 (An American Childhood) 

Appalachian Gold Medallion, 1989; University of Charleston, Charleston, West Virginia 

St. Botolph's Club Foundation Award in the Arts, 1989; St. Botolph's Club, Boston 

Ambassador Book Award in letters, English- Speaking Union, 1989 (for The Writing Life) 

Boston Globe, "Best Books of the Decade" for Teaching a Stone to Talk 

The Milton Prize, 1994 (The Milton Center, Wichita) 

The Campion Award (America magazine-int'l), 1994 

Connecticut Women's Hall of Fame, 1997 

Fellow, Calhoun College, Yale, 1997-99 

PEN Diamond-Vogelstein Award for book of essays, 1999, for For the Time Being, which is not a book of essays 

Pour le meilleur roman etranger, the Maurice Coindreau award, 2002 for For the Time Being, tr. Sabine Porte, and 

1975 for Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, tr. Sabine Porte. 

Academy Award in Literature, 1998, from American Academy of Arts and Letters 

Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Letters, 1999- 

century's 100 best nonfiction books includes Pilgrim at Tinker Creek 

century's 100 best Western novels (Los Angeles Times) incl The Living 

century's 100 best spiritual books (ed. Philip Zaleski) incl Pilgrim 

100 best essays (ed. Joyce Carol Oates) incl "Total Eclipse." 

Top Ten Books of the Year, The New York Times Book Review, includes The Maytrees 

Sole finalist in North America for Dublin Times IMPAC award, for The Maytrees. 

Irish Times, IMPAC Award for The Maytrees as one of the best novels of 2007 worldwide. 

 http://www.anniedillard.com/curriculum 5/08/2012 

 

xii Air Symbols Notes 

Clinging tightly to our planet because of gravity, air is moving restlessly in the whirls and flows that we 

experience as weather. 
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Air and imagination go together, air is associated with spirit and soul and deity. 

Plato said air is the eventual home of the soul after the dissolution of the body. 

Air is the medium of disparate things. Sound waves, viral microbes, causing the spread of wildfires, air that brings 

thunder, acid rain, 

airiness can be descriptive of quickness of mind, imagination, idea and abstraction - or a lack of true substance or 

ground. 

Air as alchemy is sublimation, the elevating of the concrete to symbolic meaning 

air has to do with space and perspective. 

Ariel in Shakespear’s The Tempest   

Air in motion, caused by differences in the earth’s atmosphere and the pressure exerted by cooler, 

heavier air on lighter warm air. Wind affects us with distinct sensations smell - spring blossom, dry leaves, mown 

grass, prey, predator. Wind touches cheek or hand in benediction and greeting. It moans, howls, roars, sighs. ( 

book of symbols) 

At times the wind has a haunting, poignant music. When it rises in the night and shores against the walls 

of the house, it sounds out a great loneliness. Perhaps the wind achieves poignancy because it has no name.  It is 

nothing and from nowhere.  Yet its cry is almost a voice and sounds as if the sorrow of stone and clay, of the dead 

or those seeking birth, has somehow become a force of emptiness. Their longing has transformed their 

nothingness into a cry.  This atmosphere of wind has unreached realms of longing. It is a keening that no mind 

could ease. At other times the wind is utterly buoyant, rousing and refreshing.When you walk into that mood of 

wind, it cleanses your mind invigorates your body. It feels as if the wind would love you to dance - let you surf its 

undulations and steal you away from the weight of your body, casting you hither and thither like the shimmer of 

dust. Such wind is wild with dream.One of the loveliest images of earthly movement is how a bird plays among the 

high geographies of wind-force, soaring, sliding and balancing on its invisible hills and waves.Before ever the 

human mind became fascinated with the rhythm, structure and meaning of movement, the birds knew how to 

enjoy and play within the temporary landscapes of the wind. From: Divine beauty The Invisible Embrace John 

O’Donohue, celtic mystic. Bantam Press edition published 2004 Random House. 
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